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QUESTION 1

Which attribute is among those that Webtop simple search runs against when full-text indexing is not enabled? 

A. title 

B. authors 

C. keywords 

D. description 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

According to EMC recommendations, which naming convention should be used when creating an Aspect module in a
Composer Project? 

A. Use different names for the Aspect module and the Aspect type associated with the module. 

B. Use the same name for the Aspect module and the Aspect type associated with the module. 

C. Apply default names given for the Aspect module and the Aspect type associated with the module. 

D. Use the default name given for the Aspect module and a different name for the Aspect type associated with the
module. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A repository has a custom object type, my_report, which descends from dm_document. A user wants to 

find all versions of dm_document and my_report objects checked out by them. 

How can the user complete the following query to accomplish this? 

select * from _____ where r_lock_owner=user 

A. dm_document 

B. dm_document (all) 

C. dm_document descend 

D. dm_document or my_report 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

A user wants to add userA as an additional author of a document named "document1." Which DQL statement will do
this? 

A. update dm_document object set authors = \\'userA\\' where object_name = \\'document1\\' 

B. update dm_document object set authors[1] = \\'userA\\' where object_name = \\'document1\\' 

C. update dm_document object append authors = \\'userA\\' where object_name = \\'document1\\' 

D. update dm_document object add authors = \\'userA\\' where object_name = \\'document1\\' 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A user with no system administrator privilege created a public Saved Search in Webtop. Which statement is true about
other users of the repository running this Saved Search? 

A. By default, all users are allowed to run the Saved Search. 

B. Only the user who creates the Saved Search can run the Saved Search. 

C. For other users to run the Saved Search, permission on the Saved Search (dm_smart_list) object must be modified. 

D. For other users to run the Saved Search, the Saved Search (dm_smart_list) object must be moved to the
sysadmin/saved search folder. 

Correct Answer: A 
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